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Important information about 

pension transfers 

Please read 

When deciding whether the transfer of your existing pension funds is the right course of action for you, there 

are a number of factors, that should be taken into account. Some of these are ‘hard’ factors where a direct 

comparison can be drawn whilst others may be more subjective and dependent upon your own perspective, 

personal circumstances and attitude to risk. 

Key considerations 

In order for you to make a decision about whether to transfer your fund value from the existing scheme to a 

new personal pension plan, you should refer to the information provided to you when you joined each of the 

schemes. 

You will have been provided access to the regulatory disclosure documents, from both Johnson Fleming and 

the product provider, together with our Data Protection policy statement when you joined the plan. Please 

contact Johnson Fleming Limited should you require another copy. This literature contains important 

information about our services and terms of business as well as details of the product, including the potential 

benefits available, together with the charges and expenses involved and so this will assist you in considering 

any potential pension transfer. 

A summary of the important factors to consider when making the decision to 

transfer includes: 

Policy charges 

As part of the transfer process you will be provided with a generic illustration for your new potential pension 

provider for your pension funds. The illustrated figures provided will assume investment growth of 

approximately 2.4% per annum and are not guaranteed. 

This illustration will show in today’s prices, the final value and benefits that might be payable when you retire. 

This means that they allow for price inflation of 2.5% each year to give you an indication of how much you 

would be able to buy with your pension fund in today’s terms. 

Price inflation reduces the worth of all savings and investments over time. 
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What you will get back depends on a number of factors such as: 

 how your investment grows

 the tax treatment of the investment

 the actual age you choose to take your benefits

 how you convert your retirement fund into pension income and the cost of doing so

 your final Retirement Planning value and benefits payable could be more or less than shown

 the benefits may be less than the payments made

The figures provided within the illustration will show the effect that charges will have on your pension fund. They 

may not take into account any potential difference in the performance of the underlying assets and the level 

of risk. Remember that the performance of each fund will differ and there are no guarantees that either of the 

funds will perform better than the other. Therefore these amounts should not be considered as guarantees of 

what you will receive. An explanation of the charges for the existing scheme can be found in the Key Features 

Documents which was provided to you when you joined the scheme. A fund specific personalised pension 

illustration confirming the charges will be issued by the new provider when the transfer is complete should you 

decide to proceed. 

Pension fund choice 

Some providers offer a greater variety of investment funds and options, which may meet your personal 

requirements. Some pension platforms may even offer the option to invest in other investment products e.g. 

ISAs etc. on the same platform. 

Risk warnings 

 If you have applied for applied for Primary, Enhanced or Fixed Protection with Her Majesty’s Revenue &

Customs (HMRC) then it is important that you must not affect a pension transfer without seeking financial

advice first.

 Whilst Johnson Fleming Limited will facilitate the transfer and seek to ensure a smooth transition between

both providers, the transfer is subject to each transferring providers’ processes. There will be a period

during the transfer of funds that your funds are not invested, which may result in a financial loss or gain.

 Your pension income will depend on how your investment grows and on interest and annuity rates at the

time you retire.

 Please refer to the product Key Features Document for further information on the risk factors.

 The information contained within this offer letter is based on Johnson Fleming Limited’s understanding of

current legislation, which is subject to change at any time. The information provided should not be read in

isolation but should be read in conjunction with other pension scheme literature which is available or has

been provided, including that held within the public domain.

 A personal pension plan is a long-term investment. The earliest age that you may access your benefits is

55.

 The content of this document is provided for information only and in no way should be considered a

recommendation or inducement to transfer your pension fund(s). If you are in any doubt as to whether

your pension transfer is in your best financial interest or will support your longer term retirement planning

you should seek financial advice, which is available from Johnson Fleming Future Life Planning on request.

 Johnson Fleming Future Life Planning reserves the right to charge additional fees for personal advisory

services and any fees payable would be agreed with you in advance prior to commencing work on your

behalf.

 The transfer of funds may take up to 6 to 8 months to be processed; however there may be instances

where this takes longer. Johnson Fleming Limited will be in regular communication with the existing

pension provider to ensure a smooth and timely process.
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Stakeholder pensions 

As this new pension plan is not a Group Stakeholder Plan, the provider charge for managing your new GPP is 

not capped and can rise, unlike Stakeholder Pension Plans, which cannot charge more than 1.5% of the fund 

value (reducing to 1% after 10 years). The charge cannot rise without this first being communicated to you and 

there are no current plans to increase this charge. Whilst the charge is not capped, it is significantly lower than 

the Stakeholder Pension charge cap and so you should consider if any charge cap has any significant value 

to you. 

Transfer penalties 

These are far more likely in arrangements started in the 80s and 90s. The pension product providers at the time 

had varied ways of collecting charges from policies which could be hard to understand. 

Where a penalty applies you need to consider if you will benefit from transferring and suffering penalty, where 

you may benefit from a lower ongoing charge, or if you are better to leave the funds with the old pension 

provider. 

Fund choices are important for those invested in a With Profits fund (if applicable) 

Investment fund choice selected when you originally started your previous plan may no longer be appropriate 

for your circumstances. If you are considering whether or not to transfer the funds this is an ideal opportunity to 

review your investment choices. Regardless of whether the fund is a With Profit investment or another 

investment fund, you need to consider if the current fund remains appropriate to fulfil your investment 

objectives as these may well have changed since the date you selected it. 

This is particularly true of With Profit investment funds which have changed quite dramatically in the past. 

If you are currently invested in a With Profits fund, and you choose to transfer your money out of this fund, a 

Market Value Adjustment (MVA) may be applied. This is a reduction in the amount you can transfer out of the 

fund, used to protect the effect your withdrawal has on the remaining investors. 

By transferring your fund you would no longer be eligible for any future bonuses, including terminal bonus that 

might be payable in the future. 

Fund range (Property) - important for those invested in a pensions property fund (if 

applicable) 

Economic conditions which affect the commercial property market make it difficult to sell property quickly, 

which can cause delays in releasing cash into commercial property funds. As a result your previous provider 

may defer payments out of the Property Fund, making encashment, transfer or switching difficult. 

Transferring your pension abroad 

It may be possible to transfer your pension savings from a registered pension scheme to an overseas pension 

scheme. However, if the scheme receiving the transfer isn’t a recognised overseas pension scheme (ROPS), 

the transfer will be an unauthorised payment - meaning both you and the UK scheme administrator will have 

to pay tax on the transfer. 

To qualify as a ROPS the scheme must meet the requirements set by UK tax law. The pension scheme must 

notify HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) and confirm that it meets the legal requirements. A ROPS must broadly 

mirror the way a UK pension scheme works - meaning you should still get a lump sum and pension when you 

retire. However, this is subject to any local law or taxes in the country where the ROPS is operating or the 

country where you’re living.  
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For further information on this and a list of schemes that already meet the requirements please use this link: 

www.gov.uk/guidance/check-the-recognised-overseas-pension-schemes-notification-list

Johnson Fleming Limited is not able to provide any advice in this area but they have alliances with specialist 

business partners who may be able to help. If you are looking for advice on this area please contact Johnson 

Fleming and they will refer you to one of these business partners. 

Important information 

Johnson Fleming Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, register number 

736842. Registered in England and Wales number 04385810.  

Johnson Fleming Future Life Planning Limited is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority, 

register number 624599. Registered in England and Wales, number 08871387. Johnson Fleming Future Life 

Planning Limited is an Appointed Representative of Johnson Fleming Limited.  

The registered office for all companies is: Fleming House, Bromsgrove Enterprise Park, Bromsgrove B60 3AL. 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/check-the-recognised-overseas-pension-schemes-notification-list



